Universities nowadays bear some resemblance to a power grid. We draw intellectual energy from

elsewhere, and we serve in turn as a resource to help others meet needs and solve problems. Thus
we nnd ourselves arranged in partnerships designed to harness potential gains that result from
working together.
In 1996 the world has come to the campus, and vice versa. Ball State University works with
schools, businesses, and public organizations. We use electronics to form partnerships to enhance
our effectiveness as educators, both on campus and beyond. Indiana is fortunate to have in Ball
State an institution that offers students optimum opportunities to use electronic technology. To do
this, we combine technical expertise with the recognized excellence of Ball State's teacher-scholars.
New discoveries grow out of such cutting-edge collaborations, and we reinvest
these discoveries back into the educational process.
Sometimes the benefits come from communicating the simple virtues in new
·ways. Technology can facilitate the communication of academic ethics,
community participation, or the avoidanCe of substance abuse. Ball State
faculty members are providing outstanding national leadership in these areas.
as BeneFacta demonstrates.
Ball State continues to serve Indiana schools with the help of technology.
A key focus of this BeneFacla is on learning in mathematics and science. [n
partnership with the Smithsonian Institution

ational Museum of. atural

History, Ball State is working to give youngsters wherever they may be access

to the collections of our national museum. We can also assist Indiana schools
in accessing the most contemporary scientific information. For example,
BeneFacta details the pioneering work involved in Ball State's partnership
with nearby Selma Middle School.
We also take pride in our ability to scrve the needs of Indiana business and
industry. Ball State's Plastics Research and Education Center focuses on
strengthening the productivity of that industry's workforce as well as
addressing its technical problems.
We are proud that Ball State is at the forefront of universities engaged with people and institutions
to harness the potential of partnerships. BeneFacta is one way to reflect some of the light back from
whence it came.

James L. Pyle
Executive Director
Academic Re earch and Spon ored Progl'am
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Leadership Potenfal:

Opening Avenues ot

DiscC?b~~rar~
Leadership is an elusive concept. How many times

"When we first developed the concept for the

have graduaLing high school seniors heard words

fre'shman program in 1991, it was at the cuttin

similar to those of the late Jotm F. Kennedy: "It is

edge of similar programs throughout the nation

time for a new generation of leadership to cope with

notes Kay Bales, director of Leadership and

new problems and new opportunities. For there is a

Service Programs. That program was

new world to be won."

implemented in 1992 as the first phase of the

The ability to translate brave words into brave action
is one step toward effective leadership. However
students rarely have access to programs designed to

Excellence in Leadership Program. A grant fror
the W. K. Kellogg FoundaLion in 1994 fostered
further expansion of the program.

help them develop their leadership potential through

[niLially developed to target only freshmen, the

their college years. The Excellence in Leadership

program has evolved to include second- and thi

Program at BaIl ' l

ycar students as well, and Bales is working to

niversity offers incoming

extend it to senior students. "Leaders are not
made overnight or through single workshops or
conferences," says Bales. "To create truly
effective leaders, you must work to develop ski
throughout the four years of a student's course
f study."

The program has a specinc set of goals directed

community, both while in and after college, is a

elements of leadership education. Our first such

at developing different leadership skills for each

leadership role.

course will be taught in spring 1996, and we will

year of college and

givt~g students varied

leadership experiences. F'reshmen are the
primary audience. Many come from small towns
across Indiana, and they often nnd Ball
State an overwhelming

"Many of these agencies have asked to work with
us more intensively because they see this as a
real opportunity La invest time in
quality students, regardless of
whether they continue in

experience. "We work

some community

with these students to

service or not,"

develop their self-

Bales continues.

esteem,

"They see the

confidence, and

strength in these

ideas about
leadership, "
notes Bales.
"Through
workshops we work La

students as future
leaders, legislators, and
educators, and that speaks
volumes for the strengths of
our program."

identify strengths and areas of

be studying student responses to the classes."
The Freshman Leadership Program has grown
from strength La strength. The most recent
numbers for the freshman program show 110
students made the commitment to create new
experiences for themselves. This is a big step
forward from the very first program, which
involved 32 students.
"We expect that the freshmen will always form
the largest core," Bales says. "Phase two, the
sophomore level, had fifty students this past year;
phase three, the junior level, had twenty-two
students. It takes a liLLIe more time than many
students can offer, and since the concept
[community service] itself is different, many

F'irst implemented in 1995, the senior year

students are unsure what their experiences will

menLar groups of five or six students. Each group

program will help students expand their college

be in this phase. We hope this will change, Since

has a faculty member as well as a current student

leadership experiences into success in their

the program is being developed and improved

chosen professions. To help with this

all the time.

development. We also have small

leader acting as mentors. These groups meet once
a month to exchange ideas and talk about
developments and growth in their personal lives."

, transformation, students learn to develop their
abilities to think differently, analyze global issues
and problems, and focus on just how much their

All of these activities establish a solid foundation
so that returning sophomores can develop further
as executive and organizational leaders. They are
exposed to theories on group dynamics and group

own professions can affect the communities in
which they live. Emphasis is placed on the fact
that true leadership is global and the world needs
leaders with this kind of vision.

leadership and learn how to resolve conflicts and

"I gain tremendously from watching all of these
students develop a better understanding of how
Lhey can use their own leadership skills and enjoy
their increased confidence," Bales adds. "As a
university, we benefit from the energy and vision
of students who have used these opportunities
well. A true partnership exists with each and

maintain group motivaLion. In adclition, each

Maintaining a well-balanced approaCh, the

C'very student who is in the Excellence in

sophomore spends another year being mentored.

program also offers seminars on faculty

Leadership Program, and I am proud to be a part

development in conjunction with University

of it, proud of my students."

"Juniors receive more exposure to community
service than freshmen or sophomores," explains
Bales. "We believe their increased level of
maturity and experience prepares them for the
challenges here. The point is to broaden their
views of ieadership. We have agencies within
Delaware County that have agreed to take on one

College and' the Center for Teaching and Learning.
8xperts in the field are im ited to discuss with
faculty the best way to incorporate elements of
leadership education into their curricula. A
faculty member also is eligible. bascej on the
effectiveness of his or hel' approach. to apply for
an 8xcellence in Leadership Teaching Award.

or two junior students from the program and
mentor them and show them why service is so

"We recently gave four faculty members these

important. This is such an effective way to

awards," says Bales. "8ach carries with it a

demonstrate to students that even serving the

stipend and some research dollars to develop or
redesign an existing academic course to include

Bales has had the vision to look beyond mere
rhetoric and make Kennedy's words carry new
imporL.
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Binding
Disciplines:

Can you remember a special teacher who had the unique
ability to inspire you to reach higher and accomplish more than
you ever dreamed you could? Imagine the effect an entire cadre
of teachers armed with that skill could make on today's students.

Developing
D~namic

Three Ball State University faculty members, with funding assistance from the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education Act, are doing more than imagining that. They

Teaching

are helping the state of Indiana successfully implement its Technical Preparation (Tech Prep)
Program . Dr. Charles McLaughlin, assistant professor of industry and technology, and the team of
Dr. Melissa A. Warden and Dr. Kay I. Meeks Roebuck, associate professors of biology and

fartnerships

mathematical sciences respectively, have developed Tech Prep workshop programs to assist teachers .
While their approaches may vary, Roebuck, Warden, and McLaughlin are intent on developing welltrained teachers with minds open to cross-discipline sharing for the benefit of their students. They also

by Tamara A. Phillips

share the concern that as technology advances, all work will require critical thinking, decision making,
and social cooperation-skills that students have not been mastering in the general
curriculum.
The common objective of these researchers is to train teachers to
administer the Tech Prep Program from the viewpoint of their speCific
disciplines and individual philosophies. The ultimate purpose, however,
is identical for each teacher regardless of discipline: to get the training
and tools they need to graduate students with the skills necessary
to make a contribution in the workplace and succeed in some form of
post-secondary education.
These dynamic teachers are confident they can make Tech Prep work for the
benefit of students and their teachers. Their efforts are creating a positive
influence that reaches beyond the university to benefit the surrounding
community and its citizens. The effort represents three entities working together:
Ball State University, state school corporations, and community employers in
business and industry.
The Tech Prep Program is the response to a need expressed by industry; the schools are
implementing the program to enhance the marketability of their students; and Ball State University,
through the efforts of some very fine faculty members, is doing something it does very well indeedteaching teachers . •

join,ing
Forces

Ins /

clence

and
Math

Dr. Melissa A. Warden, associate professor of

area of teaching math and science concepts

biology, and Dr. Kay l. Meeks Roebuck, associate

through workplace applications . They called this

professor of mathematical sciences, belong to the

second team effort "Applied Curricular Materials

Ball State Tech Prep Team. 'This team is composed

for Math, Science, and Technology."

of teacher educators representing nine
departments across campus. It was formed to
address several issues, one of which was the use
of applications-based materials for teaching math
and sCience concepts.
"The whole purpose of the Tech Prep Program is
to find a way for the middle 50 percent of
students to graduate with the skills and
knowledge needed to enter to day's workforce
successfully," explains Warden.

by Tamara A. Phillips

"We applied for the Eisenhower grants for two

-reasons," explains Roebuck. "It requires the

teachers to attend class for at least two weeks in
the summer, and, more important from our
perspective, it allows for continuous follow-up
throughout the academic year."
Follow-up for workshop participants includes
developing and writing lessons based on what
they learned during ·the summer. The lessons are
critiqued, and class participants are invited back

Since the learning styles of students taking the

for a focus-group session to modify and improve

Tech Prep courses vary, the teaching strategies

their ideas. Additional fol low-up includes a

also differ from those used to instruct students

videotape of each teacher presenting a lesson to

enrollee! in a traditionally-taught version of the

his or her students . .

same course. "By and large. the stude.nts in the
Tech Prep classes are there because th-ey are
concr-ete. hands-on. experiential learners," says
Roebuck. "They tend to want to see how and why
something works in order' to learn about it."

"While the focus is certainly on training teachers
to use app lication-based ideas and strategies in
their classrooms." says Warden, "our further
objective is to train them to become teacher
leaders and mentors in their schools and

According to Roebuck. Tech Prep teaching

corporations. Another of our major goals is to

includes applications that motivate, a hands-on

improve teacher attitudes about how they see

approach. inter- and intra-disciplinary study, a

themselves in the class, how they view the

student-centered learning process, and a

opportunities for their students, and how the Tech
Prep curriculum can benefit their communities as
well."

Acquainted as team members, Warden and

During the summer workshops, Roebuck and

Roebuck soon rea Iized tha t al though they

Warden introduced a variety of activities involving

r presented two different fields of study they

skills that cross disciplinary boundaries. Their

shared th same teaching philosophies. They

hope was that situations would arise where

believe that Tcch Prep teaching in math and

teachers would realize on their own how much

science classrooms is really another name [or

they have to offer one another-a sharing concept

"just plain good teaching.:' This discovery inspired

they would take back to their respective schools.

them to plan their first Eisenhower project,
"Integration of Math and Science for the Tech
Prep Curriculum." By the end of the first year,
they realized additional work was needed in the

Workshop participants from Winchester. Indiana,
applied this concept during the school year. The

/J

biology teachers talked about biotic and abiotic

it makes good sense. We both believe in the need

the s.kill or knowledge for a job, because they

factors that affect population growth; the math

to train teachers to teach students how relevant.

learned it under a different name."

teacher discussed how to track population growth

math and science skills are to business and

using graphs and quantitative measures; and they

industry. Understanding that will enable students

were further assisted in their efforts by the

to have successful careers."

English teacher who showed her class the movie
Soy/ent Green and then ied a discussion on the
issue of population control.
"National science

s~andards

are saying that we

Students are tested before and after the new
applications-based lessons to determine the effect
of the new teaching style on achievement.

"One way we can help students learn is by

attitude. and motivation in the classroom. A new

working together and pointing out differences in

program brings new challenges. the teachers say,

our terminology," suggests Roebuck. "For

but they point out that students appear excited by

example, what biology calls a standard curve,'

this new approach to teaching and learning.

need to teach students in a way that addresses

math calls 'using a straight line to produce a

personal relevance and real-life application," says

standardized scale,' an.d industry calls a 'trend

Warden. "We believe in teaching that way because

line.' Many times students don't realize they have

is give them ideas

McLaughlin's effort

and ways they can

is called "The

upgrade their cu rren t

Workshop for the

skills. "

Integration of Math
and Science within

McLaughlin's goal is to make

Technology Education." His

teachers more aware of how they

workshop emphasizes an integrated form

teach and what their students are

of education in which the disciplines of

learning. "[ want them to

mathematics and science contribute to the

come away from the

science, and technology education. "tt worked

technology labs seeing the

out really well," says McLaughlin. "Sometimes

is integration. When you walk

each other's classroom."

into one of my classrooms, you
can see the actual dynamics at

It is evident that the workshop plays a vital role
in establishing links between math, science, and

work ... the integration of technology with math

technology teachers. "Reform initiatives cannot

and science."

classrooms.
"We are trying to create an atmosphere where
communication is possible and

th~

not going to tell them what or
how to teach. But what I can do

Responses to
McLaughlin's project
have been positive.
The first year's final
report indicates that
about three thousand

McLaughlin considers it fortunate that he
was able to bring a moon rock exhibit to
Ball State last summer. He uses the

students were reached by
instructors using the
integrated teaching methods.
McLaughlin's hope is that

exhibit as an

teaching attitudes and styles will

example of how
integration

change and improve as a result of

worked "in the

his workshop.

race for the moon."

ideas and collaboration in study areas is

workshops are professionals. ['m

grounded."

exchange of

beneficial to the student," he adds. "The people
who participate in these

technology and the processes in which it is

he says. "In my mind, the key

another for twenty years, yet have never been in

math, science, and technology education

of the workforce with an understanding of

math and science concepts,"

teachers have worked in the same school with one

concepts , principles, and content found in the

in a collaborative manner not only provides

prepare this nation's future leaders and members

same school building, and represent math,

teachers to become appreciative of skills,

McLaughlin believes that "the crafting of l.essons

relevant learning experiences-experiences that

from the same school corporation, if not the

says McLaughlin. He believes his workshop allows

new and better materials, and the environmental
advances such as water purification."

but also provides students with opportunities for

who attend McLaughlin's workshop will come

unaware of the content their colleagues teach,"

pacemakers, the materials developed for our
astronauts to wear in space that have resulted in

teachers with an effective means of integration,

understanding of technology. Ideally, teachers

take place if teachers are misinformed about or

foot capsule. Just the spinoffs are phenomenal ...
all the people who are alive today because of

amazement at that
achievement ... of going to the
moon. The rocks are just a symbol of
the enormity of that achievement and

When you walk into
one of my classrooms,
you can see the actual
dynamics at work.

the ten years it took to make it all
happen. For example, a tractor trailersized container of electronics was
miniaturized to fit into a six-by-twelve

. -Charles McLaughlin

Integrity
Awareness:

Reexamining
Universit~

and Student

Responsibilit~
by Priya Thyagaraj

Termed a national scandal, cheating has
become unacceptably commonplace in
educational institutions today. Many students
do not believe cheating indicates a lack of
integrity; they view it as an aid to acquiring
"higher" grades.
Recently. the media have given a tremendous
amount of coverage to cheating, which
underscores the seriousness of the problem.
Solutions are hard to come by, perhaps as a
result of the continuing controversy over
values education. or the discomfort faculty
experience when confronting their students
over the issue.
How. then, do we effectively impart the values
of honesty and integrity?

It was this concern that inspired the Multimedia

State University at Dominguez Hills, the program

Integrity Teaching Tool (MITT). Developed by Dr.

has garnered critical acclaim for its innovative

Patricia Kyith-Spiegel, Reed Voran Honors

approach.

Distinguished Professor of Social and Behavioral
Sciences at Ball State, and Dr. Lisa GrayShellberg, professor of psychology at Ca,lifornia

"It was my son's ticket for speeding at eighty
miles an hour that provided the initial impetus for
this project," says Keith-Spiegel. To ensure that

IJ

the ticket would not appear on his insurance

Punishment, note both investigators, does not

MITT offers a student learning experiences

record, her son' would have to pay the fine and

teach the offender anything but perhaps to be

involving decision making, case studies, and

atLend a diversion program-a "traffic schooL"

more careful the next time, and this approach

various abstract concepts geared to his or her

Impervious to his howls of protest, she

leaves everyone feeling poorly over what has

own pace. Most important, the student is spared

remembers firmly ejecting her sixteen-year-old

transpired. "Students rarely realize," notes Keith-

the stigma of being labeled a "cheater." They do

son from the house one Saturday morning so he

Spiegel thoughtfully, "how much a professor is

not have to attend a workshop for those

affected by the thought of turning in someone who

designated as having fallen at an academic

has been caught cheating."

hurdle. Confidentiality is preserved. Flexibility is

could attend the program.
"What a difference that one day made!" KeithSpiegel says, laughing. "When he walked into the
house in the evening. I was amazed. Here was
this energized, excited, and very

~nthusiastic

the key, and the CD-ROM may be adapted to meet

The program now known as MITT drew on both

individual or group needs.

investigators' backgrounds in ethics, scientific
misconduct, and student development at state,

~MITT

young man who had really learned from the day's

regional and national levels, and received mixed

instructors, though first-time offenders will still

program. He was almost unrecognizable.

reactions in its early stages. Although it is a very

receive a penalLy. The program's flexibility lies in

"The school had taken what might have been a
very dull area and worked very effectively to
stimulate the participant's interest level,
combining awareness of wrong-doing with
creative instruction," she adds. "It made me pay
more attention to an idea that Lisa and I had been
tossing around for some time."
That idea was to find a way to deal pro-actively
with cheating. "Most approaches to dealing with
cheating simply try to control or punish the
offender," says Keith-Spiegel. "Lisa and I were
more interested in educating and putting a
positive spin on the lesson. We have both ha.d
experiences with students who cheated who were
not 'evil'; they were just caught wiLh their baGks
to the wall, or they did not know any better. or
they had not managed their Lime properly and,
well. they just went ahead and did it."

will serve a supplementary function, too, for

innovative approach to what has become a

the wayan instructor uses it. A student might be

serious problem, reaction to the program ranged

given the option of taking the program in order to

from polite interest to downright skepticism. MITT

amend an FX, which indicates a course failed due

has witnessed its greatest growth following Keith-

to cheating, on his or her transcript. While the

Spiegel's relocation to Ball State University.

F would remain, the X would be removed upon

Because of greater support and encouragement

completion of the multimedia course. Another

for her ground-breaking idea, the program has

option open to an instructor is to fail a cheating

evolved from a series of workshops to an

student on' a particular .paper or exam but not on

interactive CD-ROM format.

the entire course if the student agrees to
participate in the program.

Initially suggested by Ball State telecommunications professor Nancy Carlson, th fdea of a

In its final form, MITT will be assembled in a

CD-ROM intrigued the researchers because it

packet that will include a student workbook, a

offered firslr.time offenders one-on-one interaction

faculty handbook, a videotape, and a CD-ROM.

with a tudent rather than a group appr08oh.

The packet will be available not only to Ball State

Keith-Spiegel wrote th Initial proposal to the
Fund for the Impro cment; in Postsecondary
Educalion (FIPSE). Gray-Shellberg joined in as

\
'"'

University faculty but also to other educational
institutions, many of which have already
expressed strong interest in the project. As
academiG

institution~

throughout the land struggle

to- baWe the inorea e in cheating and

Percep~ions

of
Accour'itability:

Redefining '

af\.ite
ot

Fassage
by Kurt E. Bullock

Although perception may not be reality,

Ball State University is wasting no time attacking
the perception that drinking and college go
hanel-in-hand.

The response at Ball State is a Campus Campaign

Indeed, the goal is awareness-awareness of the

for an Alcohol and Other Drug-Free Environment,

risks involved in drinking and drug use, and

a two-year program supported by a grant from the

awareness of the effects of alcohol and drug use

Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary

not just on the individual but on others as well.

Education (FIPSE). While Ball State has long .

Academic failure is only one outcome commonly

operated alcohol and drug abuse programs, this

linked to alcohol and drug use; others, such as

campaign is different. It is pro-active and positive,

arrests, assaults, and medical injuries, also

rather than reactive and negative.

regularly stem from drinking.

of Education survey that measured alcohol and

"I don't think this is going to solve all the alcohol

This environmental awareness program comes on

other drug use, as well as attitudes and

and other drug abuse problems at Ball State

the heels of another alcohol-use program,

perceptions. The national survey indicates a need

University," says Dr. Don Mikesell, dean of

CHOICES, first funded by FIPSE in 1990. But

students. "But if we can improve it a little bit,

whereas CHOICES focuses on the individual

Evidence of that perception can be founel in
figures gleaned from a United States Department

to attack the assumption that alcohol and other
drugs are an accepted part of university life on
campuses throughout the country.

then we'll have a made a contribution."
"We truly are looking at a preventative and not an
intervention orientation," adds Sali Falling,
former Health Center health educator. "I don't
think we're going to convince everybody not to

student in response to a violation or crime, the
new campaign is its own entity, using positive,
non-adversarial messages that will influence
behavior toward responsibility campus-wide.
How to do this? One method is curriculum

drink, and I don't think that's necessarily our goal." - infusion. General education courses are the single

gate through which all students must pass, and

and are typically leaders of groups and

many professors in these courses have agreed to

organizations; they need to know about

integrate alcohol and other drug abuse

enforcement issues, how to stay within legal and

information. Another method is social marketing,

safe boundaries. And then there are students who

using interpersonal networks to shape positive

abstain, students who may need affirmation of

behavioral change. A third method is media and

their choice.

policy advocacy, the public debate of existing
messages and perceptions.
In all areas, students as well as faculty and

Falling acknowledges greater legal and
professional consequences of

flawed," Falling

drug use today, as well as

administrators are involved. "We are very

the fact that drugs

intentionally involving students in everything,"

now on the

says Falling. "We've learned a lot from students."

market are /

says, "and they take all kinds
of risks that they wouldn't take if they

/

were sober. People don't go out and drink and
.

Indeed, student focus groups have provided great

that's all they do. It's all the other things that

.
not the same as

insight-"reality-checking," Falling calls it-and

those of even a decade ago. "[n

marketing students have been instrumental in

the sixties, marijuana was truly a weed. Now it's a

developing a counter-message.

hybrid crop," says Falling, pointing to a higher

That is because the current message that alcohol

THe concentration.

is a rite of passage for college students is

Most significant, Falling notes that the use of

everywhere, and the behavioral effect is borne out

alcohol and other drugs is a stepping stone to

in facts and figures. The survey indicated that

other problems. Survey figures bear this out.

75 percent of Ball State students had had a drink

Forty-four percent of students who abuse alcohol

in the past month, including 56 percent of

or other drugs reported some form of misconduct,

underage students. In fact, half of the students

such as trouble with the police, fighting or

had "binged"-had five or more drinks at a sitting

arguments, vandalism, or OWl arrests at least

in the past two weeks. The statistics place Ball

once in the past year; 31 percent reported

State students roughly at the national average.

personal problems, such as thoughts of suicide,

The program must address several constituencies.
"This is not a one-size-fits-all message," says
Falling. Binge drinkers typically have a variety of

being injured or hurt, sexual assault, or
unsuccessfully trying to quit a habit in the past
year.

problems beyond alcohol and drug abuse and

"What happens is that it places students in a

require survival messages. Moderate drinkers

position where the ability to assess risk is

tend to limit themselves, don't drink and drive,

happen to them that makes getting drunk
dangerous.
"What they end up doing is for them to decide. But
[ want them to understand what their risks are."
Ball State is accomplishing this goal by drawing in
groups and organizations, students and faculty to
drive home a message that will influence campus
behavior toward responsibility. The F[PSE grant,
says Mikesell, makes such a program possible.
And with that funding, Ball State will begin to
establish a new perception on campus-one that
accurately reflects the risks involved with alcohol
and other drug use.

Perseus survives, immortalized in the stars, in

Perseus, stored on a single CD-ROM, contains

myth,. and in art.

more than 6,000 images of Greek art,

A constellation places the mythical Greek

he~o

among the gods. Many poets have celebrated his
triumph over Medusa. A bronze image of Perseus

architecture, and topography, as well as an atlas,
an encyclopedia, an online Greek lexicon, and the
texts of ten major Greek authors. Ancient Greek
civilization awaits anyone with the patience to

by Cellini stands in Florence, Italy.

operate the menu-driven data bank.
The Greek hero now appears to have made
. another

conques~-----.:computer

technology. Five

years ago, professors in Ball State's Department
of Modern Languages and Classics introduced
their students to Perseus v1.D, the computer
program.

Dr. William Magrath, professor of classics,
marvels at this new Perseus. "It's lilze dying and
going to heaven for a classicist," he says.
"Perseus is a godsend, as though sent by Zeus
himself."
Dr. Gregory Crane of Tufts University masterminded the development of Perseus, which began
ten years "ago with substantial support from the
Annenberg CPB Fund and Apple Corporation. Two
factors contributed to Ball State's selection in
1990 as one of twelve nationwide test sites for
Perseus v1.D: first, the faculty members in
classics expressed great interest in the project;
second, Ball State's technologically-advanced

A Synthesis
of Education and Technology:

campus allowed for early implementation of
the program .

by Julie D. Phillips

onCjuers the

ClaSSICS

Also influencing the decision was Ball
State's commitment to the use of technology
in

educatio~.

This commitment, based upon a

three-tier approach developed by University
President John E. Worthen, dovetails nicely with
the

Perseus program on all levels. The first tier

seeks to enhance instructors' lectures through
technology, a goal

Perseus accomplishes by providing a

rich database of images to illustrate various aspects of
Greek life, society, and art.
According to Dr. Walter Moskalew, associate professor of
classics,

"Perseus is a library, a museum, even more. You

have photographs available, shots of the countryside. You can
ground a play in physical reality.

"Perseus makes students feel more at home in a world that is
not their own. It makes contact with the ancient world more
real and stimulating."
More complex than the first, the second tier in Ball State's educationtechnology synthesis moves from enhancing material to involving
students

wit~

decision making and inquiry. Magrath, Moskalew, and

Dr. Christine Shea, associate professor of classics, have devised
several exercises that allow students to develop such critical
thinking skills. For example, the instructor may ask students to
look at a series of vase paintings and observe how painting styles
change or evolve, or to consider what the paintings may tell us about
the nature of Greek society, or to compare and contrast written or
visual depictions of various myths.
Tena Thompson, a classics minor at Ball State, has developed an
independent study program around

Perseus. One project explored

Homer's references to animals, another the depiction of women in vase
paintings. Thompson's work illustrates how

Perseus can empower

students to attain this second-tier goal of critical inquiry, Thompson's
favorite element of

Perseus.

"If I want to see something in

Perseus,

I can," Thompson says. "It's what I think is important-not in the book,
not in the professor's perspective-but mine."
While Thompson's experience represents the second phase of Ball
State's technological commitment, the third level involves reengineering
classes to incorporate technology and critical thinking in all aspects of
a course. Since the introduction of

Perseus five years ago, several

classics courses have undergone revision; Magrath and Moskalew

fJ

Perseus,

expect a restructuring of several more classes

tedious and laborious process. With

within three to four years.

one simply highlights the word and, presto!

In 1993 Magrath, Moskalew, and Shea were

"Perseus gives the impression," says

invited by Dr. Crane to participate in a three-

Magrath, "of opening an ancient

year project supported by the Fund For the

world at your

Improvement of Post Secondary Education

fingertips-literally."

(FIPSE) to develop and evaluate a curriculum
for exploratory learning in ancient Greek culture.
Ball State's share of the FIPSE grant was
$15,000, to which Ball State contributed an
additional $3,000. Internal funding converted a
traditional classroom into one equipped with a
Macintosh Performa, a CD-ROM drive, and a
liquid-crystal display (LCD) projector. Other funds

The

Perseus team continues

to explore the effects of
computers in the classroom
and the methods by which

Perseus can be fully
integrated into all classics
classes rather than just a few.

Perseus

purchased additional hardware and software for

But the educational value of

Perseus' implementation.

does not end with students. It is also a

Each year, all

Perseus test sites submit to an

evaluation conducted by a member of the project's
team who explores the site's use of

Perseus, the"

learning experience for the instructor.
The capabilities of

Perseus have led the team to

conduct its own research on representations of

quality of educational materials produced, and

family and familial relationships in literature and

any suggestions that might improve the project.

vase painting. Other research efforts made

Perseus include exploring the

Gary Marchionini of the University of Maryland, a

possible by

Perseus evaluator, states that Ball State

representation of Dionysus and references to

Perseus has

represents the most advanced test site in creating

intoxication. According to Moskalew,

and producing educational materials for students.

broadened his perspective and encouraged him to

The high marks received by Ball State's

Perseus

team gained the school an opportunity to work
with the program's new version.

Perseus v2.0

contains all the major texts from Homer to
Aristotle, more than 26,000 images, and
numerous color and satellite maps.
The

Perseus package, a four disc CD-ROM set,

can search all the materials in seconds. For
example, one could select a Greek word from the
primary text and, within seconds, all occurrences
of the word in that text would be displayed, along
with the frequencies of that word in all of the
other authors' works. Before

Perseus, this type of

research would require a scholar to peruse the
specialized lexica or indices, many of which are
not readily available, for each of the authors-a

be more multidisciplinary in his approach. "Why,
I've got enough learning to do for twenty years!"
he says.

Perseus may join forces with the Internet. Crane
Perseus project members indicate that,
although Perseus v2.0 may be the final version,
and other

parts of the program will soon appear on the
World Wide Web. According to Magrath, the
Internet would allow users to access a Perseus
home page containing many of the program's
current features while also linking

Perseus with

various materials from museums and libraries
around the world. If this step is taken, Perseus
will be immortalized not only in the stars, myth,
bronze, and computer technology, but also in
cyberspace.
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Every day, in classrooms around the world, studenLs ask the same quesLions: 'Why are we learning
this?" and "How are we ever going to use this in real life?" A program now underway at Ball State offers
some thoughtful answers.
The program links Lhe university with Burris LaboraLory School, area public school systems, Muncie's
MinnetrisLa Cultural CenLer, and even the Smithsonian

I~SLiLution.

The program, tiLled "Inquiry-based

Learning and Teaching: MaLhematics and Science Through Museum CollecLions," makes learning
student-centered and promoLes the excitment of discovery.
"Learning somehow has becom distorted," says Dr. Fran Peterman, the project coordinator, "from
being abouL wonderjn~
some sense Qf

beIng about memorizing, listing, naming. WhaL we're trying to do is bring

nderment bac to the classroom."

I quirY-Qas d learning is

d~fined

as "a new way of Leaching where the teacher is Lhe facilitaLor of

I atning," Peterman adds. The program aL Ball SLate accomplishes this by introducing "museums" of
naLural objects inLo Lhe classroom. Objects can range from one of the five hundred artifacts donaLed Lo
~i~
~

Lhe program by Lhe NaLuralisL Center of the SmiLhsonian Institution's aLional Museum of Natural
HisLory-including minerals, bones, feathers, slices of tree trunks, fossils-LO any common item found
in a field or back yard. During a field trip Lo the Minnetrista Cultural CenLer's Oakhurst Gardens, that

Inquiry-Based
Learning:

5ringing
Wonder
Into the

ClassrCDm
by Kurt E. Bullock

environment became an oULdoor laboratory for inquiry-based learning.

For example, objects as basic as bones from

extent that mathematics is

An intriguing component of this inquiry-based

various animals can be used to illustrate a variety

used in other disciplines

learning program is its adaptation on the Internet.

of weight-bearing capabilities. The length and

for research."

A World Wide Web site has been established,

density of bones can be determined; data on
species the bones may represent can be ·
researched; the data can then be graphed as a
function of length, density, and volume; and based
upon this data, hypotheses can be made regarding
the weight of animals for bone sizes not included
in the collection, or on the sizes of bones for
animals of known weights.

A first step in the
inquiry-based
learning process
is a simple
exploration of
the available
materials,
followed by

fittingly titled "iwonder," at: http://iwonder.bsu.edu.
Students and teachers who log onto this site from
classroom or home will discover fine-tuned
examples of inquiry-based learning models that
incorporate images of the items donated by the
Naturalist Center. Links to other information
databases around the world make the Ball State
site a jumping-off platform for further exploration.

Following workshops that'included a week-long

problem solving

The task has forced the Ball State project to

instructional trip to the Smithsonian's Naturalist

within a limited

develop its own imaging techniques for real-time

Center, five Burris teachers worked diligently to

answer range. Next,

adaptability to the Internet. A CD-ROM project is

define and apply inquiry-based learning

students tackle fuzzy

also being considered.

techniques to their classroom lessons. Last

problems with vE\rying

summer, they taught what they had learned to two

solutions. Then the fun begins, and

museum educators from Minnetrista, sixteen

open-ended conceptual learning takes place:

mathematics and science teachers from Indiana

students create their own scenario for learning,

schools, and ten Ball State undergraduates

applying principals and processes they have

studying to become classroom teachers.

learned to the 'solution of problems' they identify

Now the five Burris teachers are mentoring

and inquiries they develop.

Whether in the classroom or on the Internet,
inquiry-based learning calls for a reexamination
of teaching techniques. As complexity and
ambiguity increase, so do creativity and openended learning. But simple problems with fixed or
limited answers must come first ,in order for
, students to develop confidence. "You have to

project participants, serving as "partners" in the

All of which goes back to the basic tenet of

provide students with scaffolding as they develop

education process. The undergraduate education

inquiry-based learning: it is student centered. "We

'their skills," says Peterman. "Inquiry-based

students are testing the, inquiry-based learning

need teachers to focus on how kids learn and how

learning can be a scary proposition for teachers

activities they've developed in the classrooms of

we as ·teachers can help them learn," says

set in traditional ways of teaching.

these Burris teachers. Since the program's

Peterman. "Inquiry-based learning creates

inception, made possible by a grant from the

experiences, especially with objects, in which

Indiana Commission for Higher Education through

students raise questions about some phenomenon

its Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education

in order to better understand it, or to hypothesize

Program, nearly two thousand students have

or generalize about thBt experience. We want to

been taught through inquiry-based learning methods.

make learning relevant to students' lives by

The key to the process is the use of objects and
the integration of math and science. "This is our
opportunity to link mathematics closely tp other

having their questions and their world become the
phenomena they study."
This approach means teachers no longer focus on

activities in other courses-biology, the physical

drilling facts and figures rnto students' heads, but

sciences," says Dr. Charles Jones, associate

concentrate instead on engaging students in

professor of mathematical sciences and a member

activities that enhance problem-solving and

of the pilot study. From teaching the basic law of

thinking skills. "We're saying that maybe content

the lever, Jones adds, to more complicated

isn't nearly as important as the process of

processes, such as correlating measurements or

learning," says Peterman, "and of being able to

indicating relationships between ratios of

apply what you've learned."

measurements, "We want to demonstrate the

"Teachers fear not 1m owing answers. But isn't
that what learning is all aboutT adds Peterman.
"One of the problems I'm concerned with is

~ow

we can create conditions where teachers feel safe
with inquiry-based learning. That, for me, is at the
core of this concept. You have to have conditions
where these people, teachers and students, are
comfortable with complex and ambiguous tasks,
like those we face in the real world."
As teachers grow confident with inquiry-based
learning, they will infuse their curricula with
constructive activities, challenging and exploring
with their students, and engaging them in openended and creative inquiries. Then, learning will
become more obviously relevant and applicable to
real-life situations, and perhaps even fun-for
both students and teachers . •

Technology
Outreach:

"Nice to meet you," begins an e-mail message

Community School Corporation and the Ball

from a twelve-year-old Korean student. "My name

Brothers Foundation, SELMA is connected to the

is Kun-Hee Park. I go to Shin-Hak Elementary

Internet through Ball State University.

School... I make a foreign friend for the first time.

r am sure that you and me will be a good friends

Shar:ing
Lxpertise
withf\.wral

Jndiana

[sic]."

Rather than link a minimal number of computers
to the Internet, the school has opted for a holistic
approach. A computer link to Ball State offers

Selma Middle School in rural east-central Indiana

access to the Internet, complemented by a

seems almost an anomaly. Lush green cornfields

number of Macintosh computers in two different

form an idyllic backdrop for a school that is in the

labs within the school. In addition, each

forefront of the information revolution. From their

classroom contains a Macintosh that enables

computer terminals students can reach out across

teachers to plan lessons, maintain student files

the world, effortlessly expanding their horizons.

and records, record student grades, and generate

Corresponding with students from around the

bimonthly report cards for parents. Students

world, such as Kun-Hee Park, is just one of the

participate in workshops and in turn use their

options available. Moving through cyberspace,

technological skills to help train newer initiates.

students can explore various museums, visit

In addition, the learning disabled have learned to

NASA and government offices, or learn a foreign

word process documents with ease and use the

language.

computer for skills such as languages and art. .

Such reach and impact would not have been

"Enjoy technology" seems to be the catch phrase,

possible but for the vision of Donald H. Black,

and the instructors ensure that the students' level

school principal, and the guidance of Dr. Herb

of wonder never fades. Innovative ideas such as

Stahlke, professor of English at Ball State

team e-mail challenges or creating one's own lD

University. Conceived as the Selma Electronic

card offer enjoyable introductions to the power of

Linkage for Multiple Access (SELMA), the

technology. Indeed, it can be hard to pry students

program's goal was to create network access and

away from the computers; some have been known

increase computer competence among its

to stay well over the hours of the summer

students. Funded largely by the Liberty-Perry

workshops, pleading to be allowed more time on
the machines. "My parents are not home,"
insisted an enterprising student at 4 P.M., well

aware that they actually were. By the ti'lTle his

to my pleasant surprise that the.committee,

will stand them in extremely good stead in high

parents were alerted, the student had garnered a

which included parents and students, already had

school and beyond."

precious extra two hours on the Internet.

a set of ideas and programs that complemented

"Access to such technology has given the students
a confidence we would not have been able to give

my presentation very well. We have been a strong
team since then."

SELMA is evidence of what a community can
achieve through innovative thinking. It is also
evidence of the effectiveness of community

them otherwise," says Black. He adds with a

"Our aim has always been to involve the parents

outreach by a major university. Ball State

chuckle, "I would say the students are teaching

in as many activities as we can," adds Black, "and

University has grown with Selma Middle

me more than I am teaching them!"
Networking all those computers posed a special
challenge for the school's janitorial staff, who
were given training at Ball State under Stahlke's
direction. Computer hardware sits snugly in a
corner of the maintenance room, mute testimony
to Selma's "think-ahead" capabilities. The school's
innovative approach functions as a model for the
many educators from around -the state who come
to learn from Selma's experience.

they were a part of the initial grant proposal we

School in a push toward the future.

wrote to the Ball Brothers Foundation." Indeed,

Very few middle schools in the

the level of community involvement has been

nation have used and

tremendous. Stahlke has helped organize visits for

benefitted from the

teams of parents, both to the National Center for

technological advantages

Supercomputing Applications at the University of

of a neighboring

Illinois and to various elementary schools around

university such as Selma

the state . Observes Black, "This is the first time I

has. One might very

have watched any university help define the

well say: We have seen

problem and leave the resolution to us-which is

the future, and it is

as it should be-rather than attempting to resolve

here, among the

Asked by the Ball Brothers Foundation to help

it themselves. And Herb Stahlke has been that

cornfields.

develop the grant and oversee the implementation

guide for us."

of the various phases, Stahlke has been instrumental in helping plan the network, develop
Internet access, and prepare teacher training
programs. He notes wryly, ':I came out here (to
Selma) not knowing quite what I was getting into.
My initial introduction sessions were to focus on
defining the concept of information access. I found

"I welcome the time I spend out here at Selma,"
adds Stahlke. "I truly enjoy seeing the children,
teachers, and administrators getting involved not
only in the technology today, but in helping to
ensure that it is an integral part of Selma Middle
School tomorrow. The students who graduate from
Selma leave with a level of computer literacy that

An Alliance of
University,
Industry, and
Government:

Educating
Students,
Furthering
Research,
Serving the
State

Plastic is plastic, right? It's inexpensive, it breaks,

forcing these agencies to cooperate and produce a

you replace it.

better product.

Not so, according to Dr. Jerry Wickman, director
of Ball State's Plastics Research and Education

education, and government is the Indiana

Center-or, at least, not the way it should be.

Business and Modernization Technology

"Too often we see plastic as a cheap product,"

Corporation (BMT), a state agency whose grant

Wickman says, when actually there are over

makes Wickman's work possible. Indiana is

21,000 types of plastics, and 500 new varieties

seventh in the nation in number of plastics

appearing every year. Each takes hundreds of

employees, over 53,000, and has nearly 600

thousands of dollars to produce.

plastics industries and establishments. When BMT

That is why the Plastics Center has joined forces

developed its Plastics Task (force in 1993, an

with the region's plastics industry, professional

industry unaccustomed to state assistance was

organizations, and the government. It is [air to

perhaps rightfully skeptical.

say that such an alliance is borne of necessity,
by Kurt E. Bullock

a

"Manufacturers," says Troy ix, plastics industry

"painful, growing awareness," as Wickman puts it.

manager for BMT. "are hesitant to deal with

Global competition and the drive for quality is

government agencies. Period."

,-

,

Now the alliance comes full circle, for plastics

involve chemistry, architecture, telecom-

doubled in size in two years, working with

companies frequently involve Ball State students

munications, marketing, and business.

manufacturers to identify and resolve industry

in their work. "All of a sudden education becomes

problems. "We're going after those problems

very reality based," Wickman says. "It's not just

with a venge~nce," Nix says. And an important

textbooks-it's real-world problem solving."

ot any more. The Plastics Task Force has

component of that trust-building process has
been Ball State's Plastics Center.

debug the system, finding out what's good for the

In their final semester at Ball State, plastics

environment, what's good '[or you and me,"

students work directly with industry on a

Wickman says, emphasizing that plastics is in its

BMT needed a technical clearinghouse, and "we

research project. "The industry was asking for

infancy, existing for only one hundred years.

happen to be the university that has the plastics

assistance, the students were there to provide

"Recycling is a very big part of our program. It's

expertise," says Wickman. A primary aim of the

assistance-it is a fantastic match," says

just another avenue [or opportunities in job
crea tion."

center, in cooperation with BMT, is to make

Wickman. The result 'is first-hand experience

Indiana's plastics industry more competitive

and a student paper presented at the Society

through improving workers' skills, providing

of Plastics Engineers Conference.

technical assistance to plastics firms, and

--c,~'~"~_

promoting alliances among competitors .

Wickman is quick to credit BMT for its part in
today's success. "Indiana is doing very much what

Wickman, as a part of ttie BMT project, is

the federal government wants to do," he says.

ushering hundreds of industry personnel through

"Every other state in the union is doing these

Given the traditional individualistic nature of

the [acllHy, most o[ whom had no previous

kinds of things; it's just that Indiana is doing them

business in the United States, the latter effort

knowledge of the Plastics Center. He is also

a little bit bener."

may appear to be the most difficult. "All of these

teaching short courses on site, as well as offering

Wickman. "We address the competitive issues,

reciprocating by donating cutting-edge equipment,

and we also address the non-competitive issues,

supporting students in attending technical

and try to make alliances."

conferences and meetings of professional

three hundred in the past year alone. Companies
seek technical and educational advice, and the

the wrong plastic, based on properties or cost." It
is these kinds of mistakes that the Plastics
Cen"ter, with the support of BMT and in alliance

State graduates who have pracLical experience <;,
and expertise.

with industry, hopes to correct, ensuring plastics

wr.fI

quality and a competitive position in the global
market.

ix says. "And Jerry clon~ himself

Perhap a small "mom and pop" shop has a part

we need,"

design that continually [ails; the Plastics Center

very well. By that, I mean he. has students

ftJ

staff would study the deslgn, research material ---

all over the state who bring a high

used, and provide expertise that such a small

level of expertise to the industry."

-

op ration may not have or be able to afford.

Plastic~

~

"W 're a major player in these
alliances," says Wickman, "and

Center's mission; part of the BMT grant helped

universities in the past have not

purchase an instrumented drop dart impact unit,

boen very good at developing

sp~Gimens

these alliances." No longer

r

9"8

L

?~~$
\ _
the.1----~

isolated, education's link with

plastics industry involves elcctrdnics.

equipment round in the Plastics Center, and so

machine tool user groups, powergenerating utilities, cbambers of

st "Companies are finding out these are services they

'

NV/ 9

t r(stics. Many companies do not have the kind o[
travel to Ball State to perform their research.

"61?

I

and products relating to their impact charac-

can use without a lot of cost," says ix.

engineering. The engineer who designed it chose

"Jerry provides the close technical support that

Plastic C nter responds with a resolution.

measuring energy exn.ended on test

cheap plastiC," says Wickman. "It's cheap

organizations. and-most important-hiring Ball

But mostly there are phone calls-more than

1 ting is anoLlier component of the

And when that.plastic device breaks? "It's not

campus classes for industry personnel. Industry is

r11firms have their own management styles," says

•

Recycling is another function that Wickman sees
as a boon, not a handicap. "We're beginning to

commerce, school systems, and

t

~
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at all levels. College tudies in plastics may
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An academician's work usually represents the academician. In the case of Dr. Glenda
Riley, however,- it is just as appropriate to say that she represents her work.
Riley, Alexander M. Bracken Chair of History at Ball State University, teaches,

Finding
Strength

researches, and writes about women of the American West. These are strong women,
women who have had a significant effect on our world .

Women who have been, for the most part, ignored by historians.

In a

R.evealed
Fast

Not that Riley's worl( has been ignored.

In the past year, Riley has published an

Recently named Ball State's Researcher of the

interpretive biography of Ann ie Oakley and a

Year, Riley has published eight books and

two-volume textbook, Inventing lJJe Amerjcan

scores of articles, chiefly on the American

Woman; in press is a book on the multicultural

frontierswoman. Such research has brought

aspects of family life in the American West,

her numerous awards and opportunities to

based on guest lectures at the University of

serve as guest academic lecturer and

New Mexico. In addition, Riley received the

consultant for historical programs on

Article of the Year award from the JournaJ of

television and film. BuL her primary topic, the

the West for an interpretive piece on women in

American woman in Western history, has

Western history, and was named president-

been recognized only recently as missinK

elect of the Western History Association.

from past historical treatments.
"Carrying the

messa~e

about women is

probably the thing that sustains me the
most," she notes.
Illuminating the role of women in history,

that has emerged in her work. However, she
exp lains, "I'm afraid I don't have philosophical
reasons for my choice of topics. It always
comes down to serendipity or practicality."

Riley admits, came about somewhat by

The interpretive biography of Oakley followed

accident. When she left her home state of

more general surveys of women's roles; Riley

Ohio for an assistant professor's position in

founq she was at a point in her career where

Iowa, a single mother at the time, Riley was

she was ready to approach such a cha llenge. '"

asked to teach Iowa history. Finding almost

could place her in the context of women's

nothing on women while researching for the

history and Western history. Twenty years ago I

course, she took it upon herself to investigate

would have written a 'straight' biography

the place of women in American frontier

instead of an interpretive biography."

history. Books, articles, research opportunities, fellowships, and guest lectureships
have fOllQwed.
by Kurt E. Bullock

Riley recognizes and is thankful for the pattern

Oakley and Riley share ironic similarities. Both
were raised in Ohio and have been associated

tJ

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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The appointment as Bracken Chair in History in
1991, made possible through Ball State's Wings
for the F'uture Capital Campaign, has created
increased opportunities for Riley to write, consult,
attend conferences, and lecture about women in
the American West.
Currently, Riley is researching the roles of women
in the environmental movement of the late 1800s
and early 1900s, a topic tangential to the history
of the West. "Environmental historians are
notoriously blind about women," comments Riley.
"There have been very few women's studies done
in environmental history."
One of Riley's most moving experiences came
recently when she held the leather-bound summit
book that included the signatures of women who
had climbed Mt. Rainier-in 1894, wearing full
skirts, corsets, and broad-rimmed hats.
Expanding tradi"tional historical representations
to accurately portray the role of women
throughout history comes not so much as a
celebration but rather as a point of repose for
Riley. "I would like to say I knew where I was
going and had it all plotted out, but I didn't. I
Glenda Riley

adopted a lot of the myths and beliefs about
women as 1 grew up in the forties and fifties. It
took me a long timc to come around to what 1 am
today, and to understand it."
That understanding, which defines Riley's own

enjoy it for themselves. They don't try to open up

position as historian, academician, and woman,

feminist in approach and a wonderful role model.

their area for other people. But she did that, and

is something she willingly shares through her

"I thought it was fascinating that she could use

maybe that is what I admire about her the most."

teaching, research, and writing.

with the early West. Riley considers Oakley a

the mores and beliefs of her time, such as always
wearing skirts or always acting like a lady," Riley
comments, "yet at the same time, she was creating
what I call 'subLie subversion' by subverting
people's ideas about those very concepts of women.

Riley follows suit by offering her students a sense
of possibilities. "Not that they have to be what I
am or like I am," she stresses, "but so they can
see possibilities in their own lives." Possibilitie's
also become apparent, especially [or women,

"I also see her as a terrific role model because '

when they realize that women played such

she didn't stop at that-she tried to open things

significant roles in the development o[ the

up for other women. A lot of people achieve and

West and throughout history in general.

Appropriate
.
.
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Russell Alexander
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Music

years to work for friend and noted music
publisher C. L. Barnhouse. Jewell then started his
own publishing company and moved back to

of band music in the late nineteenth and early

Worthington in 1923 to teach and direct at the

twentieth centuries aren't familiar, don't feel bad.

local high school. He was eventually named

"Most people with music education degrees have

director onhe Indianapolis Murat Temple Shrine

never heard of them," says Dr. Charles P. Conrad,

Band and wrote many .marches for the

whose biography of Jewell earned honors as Ball

educational market.

State's 1995 Dissertation of the Year. "It's
selective the coverage of musical figures is."

Conrad's father-in-law, a retired band conductor,
suggested Jewell as a dissertation subject. On his
first visit to Worthington; Conrad met Jewell's son

Conrad undertook the dissertation effort to

quite by accident; further research in Worthington

address such shortcomings after discovering little

uncovered a 1934 school report on Jewell and led

information on these men in either general or

to interviews with several people-including a

music encyclopedias. "I found that their

102-year-old-who played in Jewell's bands.

counterparts among the orchestral and opera
composers-the so-called 'serious' composers. were very well covered," he says. "However, the
band people, with the exception of John Philip
Sousa, were almost completely neglected."

The dissertation prompted Conrad to develop this
past summer's program for the Indianapolis
Symphonic Band, of which he is music director.
Entitled "Marching Through Indiana," the
performance was a collection of work by Iloosier

Thi oversight is significant. Before recordings

composers of a similar era, mostly unknown today

and radio, American bands provided the public

but famous in their time. Conrad has been

with its first hearing of the latest operatic and

speaking and presenting papers on the spread of

concert music from the grcat European

European music to America through concert

composers. "Most of the people would have heard

bands. Ilis itinerary includes a conference

European classical music for the first time in

presentation in Germany next summer.

band transcription-composers like Tchaikovsky,
Brahms, Wagner," says Conrad.
Fred Jewell (1875-1936) was one of the men

by Kurt E. Bullock

and Bailey's, Jewell later moved to Iowa for five

If these names of composers and performers

unfortunate, and it's also interesting to see how

and Heritage

A bandmaster for four circuses, including Barnum

Conrad hopes his project will influence junior and
senior high school music education, and that band
history and heritage will be taught. "There are a

responsible for bringing music to the people. A

lot of high school bands that have not played a

composer of circus and band music, a band-

John Philip Sousa march in twenty years," he

master, and a publisher, Jewell spent most of his

says, "and some of the best bands in the country

life in Worthington, Indiana. Well-known locally

have not played the traditional American band

for his work, it is through Conrad's dissertation

literature. And that's Loo bad, because there's a

and subsequent pre en tations and publications

lot of quality there. The whole heritage would be

that Jewell's legacy may receive the national

lost if it weren't for the people now researching it."

atten Lion it deserves.

Charles P Conrad
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Ball State Univ~ rsity, a comprehensive, publicly-assisted institution of higher

Energy explodes in dazzling fragments of

education, offers a strong undergra9uate liberal and professional education and

color in the covcr art by Joy Innis. These

selected

grad,u~te

radiant shafts of light crcate a collage of

programs of high quality. Ball State emphasizes a more

personalized e~perience than may be found at large research-oriented universities,

luminous pO\\8r-a
spectacular

with more varied academic programs than small liberal arts colleges.

demonstration o\'

A major component of Ball State's mission is its obligation to maintain an

tile effect \ isual

environment in which scholars-both students and professors-are motivated to

action can hme in

inquire, to evaluate data and observations, and to use and share knowledge. With a

, altering e\('n the

responsibility to Indiana, Ball 'State's programs are nonetheless encountering

most vacuous

increasing appeal at the regional, national, and international levels. The university

space. Innis

offers more than 140 major and minor areas of study through its six colleges.

captures the
senses as reI,).

College of Applied Sciences and Technology. An emphasis on applying what is

artists can. and her pictures, gleaming and

learned, whether in business, teaching, or service, is central to the academic

rich with color. spirit, and mOvement, are

programs united under the College of Applied Sciences and Technology.

a tribute to her aesthetic nature.

College of Architecture and Planning. Internationally-recognized faculty,
outstanding facilities, and unequaled technological resources support a College of

-

For Innis, visual 8!'t is but one medium for
creative expression. Slle has led an active
career as a concert pianist. As a member

Architecture and Planning program that enjoys a national reputation for excellence

of the Canadian PALENAI Piano Duo, she

and leadership.

has concertized in Canada. the United
States, and England. She has been the

College of Business: Ranked among the top thirty largest undel'graduate

Artistic Director of the Pacific Rim

. business programs in the nation, Ball State's College of Business is

Summer Festival on Vancouver Island

ac'credited by the America~ Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business

since 1986. Innis has held teaching
positions at the Toronto Conservatory and

(MCSB).

Mount Royal College in Calgary. Alberta. In

College

Of

Fine Arts: Students planning professional careers in the arts

receive solid preparation in the College of Fine Art'S, with programs in
visual art, music, and theatre and dance performance.

1992 she took a break from her busy

career to pursue a Doctor of Arts clegrt\(-'
at BaJl State University.
"Through my work." she explains, "I try to

College of Sciences and Humanities' Offering a broad liberal
arts curriculum and preprofessional preparation, the
College of Sciences and Humanities encourages its
students to explore the many branches of learning to
appreciate their connecting themes and patterns.

Teachers Colle"ge Recently ranked among the top ten
educational institutions in the United States, Teachers
College is not only one of the best but also one of the
largest

teac~er-educatlon

programs in the country.

create a social statement regarding the
environment al'ound us. 1 am drawn to
nature and its creatures anc! try to speak
about them through my pictures and
music."

